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Overview 
“Your ‘Aha!’ Moment” was a session on creaƟvity that was part of “Advance Your Research,” a workshop 
provided by VCU Libraries for graduate students from a range of departments. Research on creaƟvity in the 
field of cogniƟve psychology suggests it is a process that can be managed, and one that is necessary for all 
disciplines. The session was an introducƟon that linked this concept to specific resources and services VCU 
Libraries provides, focusing on those that would be most helpful at each stage in the process. Most of the 
workshop aƩendees were from non‐art disciplines including Biology, Economics, InformaƟon Systems and 
Physical Therapy, indicaƟng an interest in this topic beyond the Visual Arts. 
There are many theories about the nature of creativity. The one chosen for “Your ‘Aha!’ Moment”—
Preparation, Incubation, Illumination and Verification—is outlined in a video used in the presentation, How 
to be Creative from the PBS OffBook series. It was first proposed by  Graham Wallas, an English social 
psychologist, and was chosen because it is concise, structured, and touches on qualities shared among other 
theories on creativity: it  doesn't happen in a vacuum, unconscious processing of information is vital, and 
insight must be paired with action. In the book Creativity, Runco places Wallas’ theory in content with an 
overview of scholarship on cognition and creativity.  
The Creative Process + VCU Libraries 
 Books, journals and databases for data 
 Tutorial training software for developing execution skills 
 Media production equipment and software for creation 
 Books on pitching ideas and presentation skills 
 Spaces for producing and sharing projects 
 Your brain making connections after preparation and incubation 
 Books, movies, music and video games for fun 
 Special Collections: book arts and comics & the Art Browsery 
 Spaces to relax, alone or with friends e.g. coffee  shop 
 Books on creativity and leveraging the creative process 
 Books, journals, databases and research guides for information gathering 
 Study spaces for collaboration 
 Study spaces to focus 
 Librarians for brainstorming and research assistance 
 Events and programming to learn and be inspired 
Preparation:  
Focused attention,  
building your knowledge base 
Incubation:   
Let go and absorb                    
Illumination:   
Insight, The “Aha!” Moment                
Verification:    
Share your ideas and  
make them real               
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Recommended Video 
How to Be CreaƟve/Oﬀ Book, PBS Digital Studios  
hƩps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=weIQIthC3Ks 
Where Good Ideas Come From, Steven Johnson, TED PresentaƟon 
hƩp://www.ted.com/talks/steven_johnson_where_good_ideas_come_from?language=en 
For more sources, visit the research guide:  
hƩp://guides.library.vcu.edu/creaƟvity 
View the Poster:  
hƩp://scholarscompass.vcu.edu/libraries_present/  
